24th Zeughausmesse Arts & Crafts Days
Pricelist for stands

Members AKBB

Guests

Stand Standard: table with grey table cover (see picture page two). Exhibition space is just the table area. Additional
pedestals, racks or similar are not allowed.
1 small table, 200 cm length, 75 cm depth, 75 cm heigth
2 large table, 350 cm length, 75 cm depth, 75 cm heigth

420 Euro
620 Euro

570 Euro
780 Euro

590 Euro
740 Euro

740 Euro
910 Euro

500 Euro

660 Euro

Stand Unfurnished Space, the equipment is to be jointly agreed with us
3 small unfurnished space, 6 sqm
4 large unfurnished space, 8 sqm
Stand Glass Cabinet: Exhibition space is just the table/cabinet area.
5 Space Brinkmann Glass Cabinet
see PDF order Brinkmann Glass Cabinet

VAT is not included in any of the prices.

The stand hire fee for Zeughausmesse includes basic electricity supply and illumination, event publicity, as well as
Instagram and Facebook, entry in the exhibitors’ catalogue and at www.zeughausmesse.de.
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Stand furniture for unfurnished space prior permission is required due to issues such as design, fire safety, design
and peripheral area. Please send a photo of your planned stand lay-out with indication of measurements by e-mail to
our exhibition designer Dorothea Schutsch, t-schutsch@zeughausmesse.de.
Each exhibitor receives one hundred advertising cards for the Zeughausmesse for their customers and ten invitations
to the opening event, to be sent out at the exhibitor‘s own expense. For further information please see conditions of
participation.
Contacts:
Project management, applications:
Project management, accounting:
Design:
Organisation, public relations:

Rainer Wiencke, Am Friedrichshain 10, 10407 Berlin, Germany
Tel. +49/30/42 80 42 35, r-wiencke@zeughausmesse.de
Friederike Maltz, Mobile +49/1520/658 64 45
f-maltz@zeughausmesse.de
Dorothea Schutsch, Tel. +49/30/34 70 59 72
t-schutsch@zeughausmesse.de
Sigrid Kohn, Tel. +49/30/84 72 49 17
s-kohn@zeughausmesse.de

Furniture and Lighting:
Stand Standard:
Table with grey table cover
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Lighting:
3 x LED 9 W each stand
extra light per stand possible
The price list will be available approx.
four weeks before the event.

